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1. Overview
This season we are are using Java in Android Studio to program the robot. Since our senior 
programmers graduated last season, we had to get up to speed quickly. Our programming mentor 
has helped us greatly this season as we strove to build and implement a brand new code architecture 
this season while also continuing to improve our software’s capability and robustness. We also 
continued our use of industry standard software documentation with Javadoc and class and state 
diagrams. 

2. Software Structure

Error 404 uses a module approach to software structure based on the idea of composition. The top 
level robot code is composed of the robot mechanisms and major functions with each function or 
mechanism getting its own class. Some of the major classes are Chassis, Collector, Hanger, Teleop, 
and Autonomous. Teleop and Autonomous are OpModes that contain a class called RuckusBot. 
Classes like Chassis or Hanger are mechanism based and each contain the code necessary to run 
that mechanism on the robot. RuckusBot represents the robot in the code structure and is where all 
the different mechanism classes coalesce so that the OpModes can use them. The hierarchy is 
demonstrated when autonomous calls a turn method from RuckusBot which in turn calls the turn 
method in Chassis and then further on into MecanumChassis. Having this functionality-based code 
structure allows the code to be changed in one place and the change will apply to all usages of that 
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code. This reduces the amount of bugs and subsequently makes the bugs that do show up easier to 
locate in the software (ie, the robot is not driving right, the only place the drive motors are accessed is 
in this one method in MecanumChassis, so the bug must be there).

Our OpModes (teleop and autonomous) call an instance of RuckusBot which in turn has instances of 
MotorArm, Chassis (which has two child classes: MecanumChassis and TankChassis), FieldVision, 
Collector, Gen2_Hang, and MarkDeploy. All of these classes are explained in detail later in the 
document.

2.1. Chassis
The Chassis class contains the code and hardware relating to the operation of the chassis. There are 
two Chassis child classes: MecanumChassis and TankChassis. We use MecanumChassis for our 
robot and TankChassis for our testbots. Each chassis type has the methods required to move in 
teleop and in autonomous. One feature of these child classes is that only one method actually directly 
drives the motors (joystickDrive()). The other drive methods do something specific and then call 
joystickDrive() to actually move the motors. This means that if we need to change the way the motors 
are actuated, we only have to do it once in one place and not in a dozen different methods.

2.2.MotorArm
MotorArm contains the code and hardware relating to the operation of the mineral arm. There are two 
dc motors and two touch sensors in this class. The touch sensors are used to prevent the arm from 
driving into itself and causing damage. When a sensor is pressed, it overrides whatever the motor is 
doing and drives it in the opposite direction until the sensor is released; then normal control resumes. 
There is a drive method for teleop and autonomous as well as a system of methods and enums that 
move the arm to preset positions. These presets are used in autonomous to extend the arm, but also 
in teleop. The drivers have a set of buttons that quickly and safely move the arm to the preset 
position. These presets are very useful for moving the arm during a match.

2.3. Collector
Collector contains the code and hardware relating to the operation of the mineral collector. The 
collector has two REV Smart Servos set to Continuous Rotation mode. There are methods for intake, 
eject, and stop for each servo individually and both servos together. This allows for each servo to be 
operated individually or for both of them to be controlled as a pair. Having a flexible intake system, 
lets the drivers suck up minerals much quicker.
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2.4. MarkDeploy
MarkDeploy contains the code and hardware relating to the dropping of the team marker. The 
mechanism consists of one REV Smart Servo set to Continuous Rotation mode. This class has a 
method to drop the marker and a servo stop method.

2.5.FieldVision
FieldVision contains the code and hardware relating to the camera and mineral sampling. This system 
consists of the phone and a Logitech Webcam and is used to locate the gold mineral position on the 
field. The source code is based on an example program from FIRST that uses Google’s TensorFlow 
Object Detection Algorithm.  In order for it to work for our team, we modified and extended it to be 
more robust and precise. 

2.5.1.Number of Minerals Detected: 
The original code had to see all three minerals (one gold, two silver) in order to locate the gold 
mineral position's. This was problematic because if it only saw two minerals or falsely identified four 
objects as minerals, even if one was gold, then the program would fail, and no sampling would occur.  
For League Championship and Regionals, we modified the code to look at each mineral individually, 
so that it could not worry about the number of minerals in view.  This worked well, but the entire 
mineral identification process could take up to six seconds using this method. After Regionals, we 
decided that this method was too slow.  In order to speed the process up, we had the robot look at the 
leftmost and the center mineral at the same time. If the robot saw a gold in either the left or the center 
positions, then the robot sampled the gold mineral in view.  If the robot saw two silvers in the left and 
center position, then we knew that the gold was on the right. This system lets us determine the gold 
mineral's position with one glance that takes about a second to complete. 

2.5.2.False Positive Gold Mineral Detection
We also had a problem with the robot seeing the red tape squares on the field and identifying them as 
a gold mineral. To fix this, we used the Recognitions API that enabled our software to calculate the 
height of an object reported as being a gold mineral.  Since the actual gold mineral is much taller than 
the camera's view of the red tape, we implemented a height restriction to distinguish between a sliver 
of red tape and the actual gold mineral. This filter has eliminated the false readings since its 
implementation in our code. 

2.6.Hanger
Hanger contains the code and hardware relating to the hanging mechanism. There is a teleop method 
and an autonomous method which allow the hanger mechanism to be driven to a target position or be 
driven with the gamepads. For teleop, the hanger has two speeds, fast and slow, which allows for 
quick hanging as well as small precise movements with the mechanism.
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3. Software Behavior
Our robot has to have the ability to start on any one of the four quadrants on the field. Since the sides 
of the field are mirrored, we can use the depot face drive paths for both the red and blue sides. We 
have several drive path options for the depot side side of the field and a single drive path for the 
crater side. We have the option for the depot face drive path to go to either of the craters depending 
on what our alliance partner is doing. We simply load the proper table of actions and we’re good to 
go.

3.1.Autonomous
The Autonomous class is an OpMode that uses a state machine to sequence through the needed 
steps to accomplish the goals of the team.  

Previous versions of the autonomous software used a hard-coded state machine structure that 
described the steps needed for accomplishing tasks.  Each starting position of the robot used a 
specialized version the main autonomous state machine.  The hard-coded version worked well, 
however, it did not allow the team to change the autonomous strategy very easily if required to mesh 
with the specific capabilities of a particular alliance partner.  To enable the team to easily change the 
autonomous strategy between matches, the software subgroup introduced a new, customizable 
software set. 

Instead of hard-coding the steps in the state machine, the autonomous software loads a CSV 
spreadsheet file which contains the list of states and the transitions between them.  A new class, 
ActionMaster, handles reading the states defined in the CSV file and sequencing through them in the 
order specified in the table. Since this table is loaded during init(), the CSV file can change between 
matches, and the autonomous software processes the changes in the CSV file during init(). The 
loaded actions reference the requisite class to perform each action (ie, DriveAction calls the drive 
method in the MecanumChassis class).

 
• DriveAction - references the drive() method in MecanumChassis
• TurnAction - references the pointTurn() method in MecanumChassis
• ResetAction - references the reset() method in MecanumChassis
• WaitAction - references the getRunTime() method in RobotAction
• CameraAction - references the goldPosition() method in FieldVision
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• HangAction - references the hangDrive() method in Gen2_Hang
• ArmAction - references the goTo() method in MotorArm
• MarkDeployAction - references the markDeploy() method in MarkDeploy
• GyroAction - references the goodPitch() method in MecanumChassis

RobotAction (and therefore all the action classes that inherit from it) has three methods that are 
always executed: entry(), execute(), and exit(). 
• The code in entry() is called once before execute() is called and is similar to the start() method in an 

OpMode.
• The code in execute() is called repeatedly until the correct condition is satisfied.
• The code in exit() is called once after execute() is done and is similar to the stop() method in an 

OpMode.

Pictured below is a snapshot of one of the action spreadsheets and then the CSV file that the 
spreadsheet is subsequently converted to for sequencing during init().
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DepoFace - Other Crater Drive Path State Diagram

 Snapshot of the pUML Code 
for the Pictured Diagram



3.2.Teleop
Teleop is an OpMode. It initializes robot and utilizes MecanumChassis, MotorArm, Collector, and 
Hanger. The teleop class has driver control code for the chassis, the arm, the collector, and the 
hanger split across two gamepads.
• Gamepad1: Chassis and Hanger control. The Chassis controls can drive the robot in any direction 

and has a boost function to speed up to max power for sprints across the field. There is also a slow 
turn function that allows the robot to turn slowly for accurate targeting of minerals. The Hanger 
controls have fast up and down on the hanger and slow up and down. 

• Gamepad2: Collector and MotorArm control. The Collector controls can operate the two intake 
servos independently — each servo can be driven in and out separately. The MotorArm controls 
move the two arm motors. 

• There are also presets for the arm and chassis that are linked to buttons on the gamepad.
• Gamepad 1: 

• A: Hang1: Orients the robot to hang on the latch the robot started on.
• X: MineralDeploy: Orients the robot to deploy minerals to the lander.
• B: Hang2: Orients the robot to hang on the latch the robot did not start on.

• Gamepad 2:
• A: ArmHome: Fully collapses the arm.
• B: LanderExtend: Brings the arm up for deploying minerals to the lander.
• X: ArmDrive: Brings the arm halfway up for driving.
• Y: CraterExtend: Completely extends the arm for collecting from the crater.

The Teleop class is flexible and robust and allows for quick and efficient driver control of the robot. 

4.  Software Version Control
Going along with the project management style called “Agile Project Management,” we program 
versions of our code in short design cycles called sprints. Each cycle adds functionality to the 
program. To make sure we don’t get all these different versions of code tangled up, we use a software 
configuration management program called Github. Github lets us have separate branches of code 
where we can do specific work independent of each other without creating version conflicts. Different 
branches we have are:

• Master branch (used at competition)
• Develop branch (work between meets)
• Other branches (for specific tasks like documentation, exploratory code restructuring, and new 

functions: ie, feature_Gyro, feature_MotorArm, feature_TensorFlow, feature_Autonomous, etc.)

The figure below is a snapshot of our current Github repository and the various branches we have 
going:
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5. Software Autonomous Behavior
For our autonomous programs we used a state machine with each case in the state machine being a 
particular movement. The diagram below outlines each movement that the robot takes during the rear 
autonomous:

• To ensure that our robot moves are as accurate and precise as possible, we use the navX gyro to 
control the heeding of the robot. We can choose to use an absolute heading (a heading relative to 
the start heading of the robot) or a relative heading (a heading relative to the robot where zero is 
always forward). We use the relative heading for standard driving and strafing and we use the 
absolute heading for turns.

• To do mineral sampling we use a Logitech webcam running Google’s TensorFlow Object Detection 
Algorithm. We modified the program to look for a gold mineral object and track it’s height and x-
coordinate. If the gold mineral passes the height requirement and is in the right x-coordinate range, 
then we know we’ve found the correct mineral. In the past, the algorithm has mistaken red tape on 
the field for gold. That is why we added the height requirement. 

• Our main autonomous class is different from many teams in that we only have one. Despite there 
being four different starting positions on the field and several different possible drive paths, we only 
have one autonomous program. The central autonomous class contains a state machine that is 
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universal across the different drive paths with drive and turn variables standing in for quadrant-
specific moves. Then we have different child classes that are quadrant specific that fill in drive and 
turn values specific to that quadrant. The reason we have this setup is this way, we only have one 
place where actual moves are made. If we had four separate autonomous classes each complete 
with its own state machine and motor commands, there is four times the chance for a bug than if 
there’s only one central class.

6. Software Documentation
This season we made a conscious effort to make our software documentation match industry 
standards. This included using Javadoc comments in all of our code and making class and state 
machine diagrams with PlantUML.

6.1.Javadoc
Javadoc is a commonly used tool for creating code documentation in an HTML format. Javadoc is 
made by Oracle and is comes with the Java 2 Software Development Kit (SDK). In order for this to 
work, the code needs to be commented with special comments called doc comments. Javadoc can 
read these specially formatted doc comments and can take the doc comments pertaining to the 
methods, constructors, and classes in the code and automatically generate readymade 
documentation. We used Javadoc and doc comments to comment our code and then had Javadoc 
generate the HTML file with all our documentation in it. The figure below shows how we used doc 
comments in our code:
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From the doc comments above, the Javadoc tool generated the HTML in a browser window below:

6.2. Aurigadoclet Documentation Tool
After generating the HTML with Javadoc, we used a special Javadoc sub-program (aka doclets) 
called Aurigadoclet to automatically generate a PDF file from the HTML list. Aurigadoclet is made by a 
company called aurigaLogic who had made this tool available for download on their website. The 
figure below shows what the Aurigadoclet PDF version of the Javadoc HTML looks like:
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Aurigadoclet automatically generated local hyperlinks inside the PDF and formatted everything for 
printing saving us a lot of time. You can see our full Javadoc software documentation in section 7 of 
this document.

6.3. Class and State Machine Diagrams
In addition to using Javadoc and Aurigadoclet to automatically create our code documentation, we 
also used a free tool called PlantUML to automatically create structural diagrams for our classes and 
state machine. All PlantUML needs to create these diagrams is a list of all the methods, constructors, 
classes, and state relationships. 
This figure below is a snippet of the lists we feed to PlantUML’s class diagram generator for our class 
digram:

The class digram generated from the code snippet above:
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Additionally PlantUML can create state machine diagrams. Using lists like the one pictured below, 
PlantUML can generate a state machine diagram such as the one pictured next to the list:

7. Sensors
We have included many sensors in our autonomous programs.  Currently, we are using the following 
sensors:
● Encoders - built into each REV HD Hex and GoBuilda DC Motor.  

○ 4 drive motors - Encoders are used to control the drive motors to constant speed or 
distance as desired in the autonomous program.

○ 2 arm motors — Encoders are used to control the arm motors at a constant speed to a 
desired position in autonomous and teleop.

● Touch Sensors - We use touch sensors as limits for our mineral arm. We have one on the 
chassis and on the arm itself. When the arm presses down on a touch sensor, the sensor 
reverses that motor’s direction until the sensor is released. This way we prevent any damage to 
the arm from overdriving, either on the drivers’ part or during autonomous. 

● navX Micro (Kauai Labs) - The navX sensor from Kauai Labs is a very small 3-axis gyroscope 
and accelerometer. This allows our robot to read its tilt in any direction as well as how far it has 
turned on the z-axis. This allows our autonomous turns to be much more accurate than if we 
simply used encoder feedback.

● Logitech Webcam - The webcam allows us to see the field and, using the TensorFlow algorithm, 
find and location of the gold mineral. We modified the TensorFlow algorithm from its original form 
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in the example program given us by FIRST. Now instead of requiring three minerals of the right 
types and in the right locations to get a position lock on the gold mineral, it only needs to see one 
mineral of the right color, height, and within the correct x-coordinate range. Our modified program 
is more robust and precise and less prone to mistakes (like identifying red tape on the field as a 
gold mineral — it happened a lot at competition before the previously mentioned changes). 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8. Javadoc Software Documentation 
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